In different branches of physics, we frequently deal with vector del operator ( ∇). This del operator is generally used to find curl or divergence of a vector function or gradient of a scalar function. In many important cases, we need to know the parent vector whose curl or divergence is known or require to find the parent scalar function whose gradient is known. But the task is not very easy, especially in case of curl. Here, 'inverse curl', 'inverse divergence' and 'inverse gradient' operators are defined to solve those problems easily. All operators are defined in the orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinate system.
Inverse Curl Operator
At first we indicate some useful symbols. a. ( ∇×) −1 indicates inverse curl operator.
b. (
R + + R − )(∂u 1 ) does integration w.r.t. u 1 , while other two variables of the integrand are to be treated fixed. If the integrand is the 3rd component (along u 3 curve) of a vector, then R + (∂u 1 ) acts only on the part of the integrand having the variable u 3 . Similarly R − (∂u 1 ) acts only on the part of the integrand does not contain the variable u 3 .
For example, let φ(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) = Ψ 1 (u 1 , u 2 ) + Ψ 2 (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) be the component of a vector along u 3 curve, then, (
Ψ 1 ∂u 1 (u 2 , u 3 are to be treated constant).
Letê 1 ,ê 2 andê 3 be the three tangent vectors to the co-ordinate curves. Now take two vectors A = A 1ê1 + A 2ê2 + A 3ê3 and B = B 1ê1 + B 2ê2 + B 3ê3 , such that,
Using inverse curl operator, this vector potential A can be expressed as,
From (1) it is obvious that,
Where c 1 (u 
Now, we have to choose h 1 A 1 , h 2 A 2 and h 3 A 3 in such a way that, r.h.s. of the above expression becomes similar to l.h.s. Let (by inspection), Now, see the coefficient ofê 1 on the r.h.s. of the expression,
Similarly we can show that, if,
So, using these values of k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k 12 , we get,
So, this is the desired expression for our inverse curl operator. Since, ∇ × ( ∇φ) = 0, so, it should be noted that, for a given solenoidal vector, there are many vector potentials, which can be in general expressed as, -
where φ is an arbitrary scalar function.
One example in Cartesian system would clarify the procedure of getting vector potential from a solenoidal vector. In this system,ê 1 ,ê 2 ,ê 3 , u 1 , u 2 and u 3 are respectively replaced byî,ĵ,k, x, y, and z. Here
So, vector potentials ofB are,- 
Inverse Divergence Operator
Here we indicate this operator by ( ∇·) −1 . Now if A and φ be a vector and a scalar function respectively, such that φ
be expressed as A = ( ∇·) −1 φ, We can here define the operator as (by inspection),
Now note that, divergence of the obtained vector gives the scalar function φ,
Since, ∇ · ( ∇ × B) = 0, so, it should be noted that for a given scalar function, we can find many vectors, which can be expressed as,
where B is any vector.
Inverse Gradient Operator
We indicate this operator by ( ∇) −1 Let A = A 1ê1 +A 2ê2 +A 3ê3 and φ(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) be a vector and a scalar function, such that A = ∇φ. Here in the first integration u 1 is variable but other two (u 2 , u 3 ) are fixed, and so on for other two integrations.
Note: The original work was done in 2002 and published in 2006 in Science and Culture [2] . This write-up is almost same as published one.
